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Electronic Musical Instruments: to the Problem of
Formation of Performance Mastery
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instruments of the same class, digital instruments had much
greater capabilities due to the inclusion of numerous additional
devices in their design. Even the simplest digital instruments
besides piano sound can imitate harpsichord, organ, string
instruments. So, for example, the execution of works or their
fragments composers of the 18th –19th centuries on the ―organ
or harpsichord‖, a variety of color effects achieved dynamic and
articulation additions, impact directly on the perception of the
learner. "The young pianist's auditory experience is enriched by
new musical impressions, coloristic effects unusual for the
modern musician's hearing. This leads to activation of the
associative sphere. In consciousness of the pianist there are new
sound standards, means of musical expressiveness. Enriched
with musical performances it brings to the area of piano
performance, achieving tangible artistic results," writes the
musicologist and pianist Victor P. Sradzhev [1, p. 142].
At the same time, attempts were made to control electronic
sounds with the help of computer tools, and computer tools and
their capabilities were improved.

Abstract— The article deals with the formation of the art of
performing skills on electronic musical instruments, studied the
totality of the educational potential of the modern musical and
educational space with the use of electronic musical instruments.
The article is devoted to the problems of modern musical
performance caused by the development of a number of new
artistic trends associated with the evolution of music and its
instruments, in which an increasing role today belongs to music
computer technologies in the arts - an effective means to improve
the quality of teaching musical art at all levels of the educational
process, the invention of new musical electronic instruments. The
article also deals with the instrumental and technological aspects
of music and computer art playback by electronic musical
instruments.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is known that distrust of the use of computer technology in
music was supported by the opinion of almost murderous of its
role for the subjective nature of creativity, its spirituality. This
view is based on a persistent centuries-old misconception: the
technique has never killed creativity, on the contrary, they have
developed in close relationship: the whole European musical
culture is based on the technique of creating musical
instruments. For example, the architecture — acoustics of
churches and concert halls — is the technical basis without
which vocal and choral music is unthinkable.
For more than 70-year period of time of application of
computer technology in musical creativity and musical
researches, it has evolved. Initially, computers had relatively
small resources-small memory, "slowness" (low speed of
information processing). Research at that time followed the path
of analysis and creation of musical texts, using a computer
studied the "rules" of composition and based on these rules
created new compositions. Such "compositions" did not possess
(and could not possess) high artistic qualities.
Position fundamentally has changed with the emergence of
digital piano. For the first time in decades, pianists gained the
opportunity to improve and enrich the methods of learning to
play the instrument. With sound quality comparable to acoustic

II. MUSIC AND TECHNOLOGY: HISTORICAL CONNECTION
A. Review Stage
Developed and technologies for automatic analysis and
synthesis of speech, and voice control automation, and the
identification of the speaker's voice, and devices for individuals
with speech, hearing and vision disorders [2],[3]; analysis and
synthesis of living music sounds. However, significant results in
these areas could be achieved only with the use of more
adequate digital methods of analysis and synthesis of sound
(issues of the evolution of music computers (MC) are detailed in
the works [4], [5]). In essence, the person "stopped" the sound
wave and was able to model its architecture, to look for the deep
laws of its structure - to study the architectonics of musical
sound [6]-[8]. The main advantage of digital systems for a
musician-researcher is the ability to reproduce and easily
modify recorded and analyzed "natural" sounds, as well as the
ability to create completely new, original sound shapes.
It is known that "synthesized sound" can be a traditional
acoustic musical timbre or similar to it, or it can be also
absolutely new, not existing earlier, original. The claims that the
so-called" synth music " is only within the limits of imitation of
traditional musical instruments and musical forms, that synth
music is created automatically, mechanically, i.e. without
interaction with the musician, are absolutely unreasonable. On
the contrary, electronic musical instruments (EMI) expand the
palette of the sound of a musical work, and the timbre color of it
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becomes brighter, richer.
At the same time, any, the most perfect musical instrument is
a man-made "image", man-made "musical machine" (as Igor
Stravinsky writes: "Any musical machine closest to perfection,
whether it is a Stradivarius violin or an electronic synthesizer, is
useless until it is touched by a person possessing musical skill
and imagination" [9, p. 211]), thanks to the interaction with
which the sacrament of sound-making takes place, and the
musician can Express all the nuances of the sound of a
multifaceted timbre space, the emotional "mood" of a person's
soul, his feelings, experiences, and the artistic impact of music
becomes tangible. The performer tries to convey to the listener
the ideas expressed by the composer, and necessarily brings his
understanding into the performed work, makes it "alive",
complements it, reflecting the modern attitude. In the theory of
musical art of the performer's activity is defined as the
performance of playback (or interpretation), co-creation,
depending on the degree of creative activity of the musician. "A
musician-performer in his activity can be even higher than a
composer (of course, if his performing experience is higher than
that of a composer): he also creates artistic integrity, but not
musical, but acoustic. He finds ways to combine or separate
sounds, where it is necessary, to "build" the dynamics of
development, to emphasize something, to reduce something with the help of volume, high-pitch intonation, timbre, duration,
that is, with the help of those means that are not reflected in any
or almost no notes" [10, p.28].
Under the "correct" performance of musical works
understand the performance, in which method expressions are
fully consistent with its content. Josef Hofmann writes that if ten
talented performers are given to perform the same play, then
each of them will play it "completely differently than the other
nine", because each of them seeks to Express in its own way
what "he has learned with the mind and heart" [11, pp. 66-67].
The artist-performer must extract from the material designations
of music (music notes or other types of music recording) the
spiritual essence of the work and pass it to the listeners through
the means of a musical instrument, "summon" to the sound life
what his musical intellect comprehends. It is thanks to the
musical instrument ("the musical machine") that the creative
"fusion of composer and performer thought" takes place: "The
close connection between music and technology is much more
than just an interesting fact. In essence, it is the essence of
musical expressiveness" [12, p. 11].
The great musician and teacher Anton Rubinstein in the
classroom with his students shouted: "The main thing — that the
music sounded as it should, at least even you had to play with
your nose!". "Rubinstein did not care about ignis fatuus, - writes
Hofmann about the instructions of his teacher — the only
correct method. Any method that leads to great artistic results
excellent and impressive performance, was acquitted in his
eyes" [11, p. 90]. The musician, thus, formulated the basic
principles of performing skills, which can be attributed to
performing on any musical instrument, including EMI.
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III. THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF EMI
Traditional (acoustic) musical instrument is a "collection" of
acoustic elements, the mutual relationship between them is
established by the structure (construction) of the musical
instrument. Acoustic musical instrument is also a complex set of
resonators (see details in [13]). The combination of specific
masses, the elasticity of individual "parts" of the musical
instrument, its geometric shape, the ways of sound production
create a unique, inherent in this instrument sound or timbre of
the instrument. Over the centuries, new ways of extracting the
musical sound and, accordingly, the technology of making new
musical instruments, corresponding to the ideas of composers,
listening to the sound (music) of the world around them, have
been gradually invented. During the 20th century not only a new
sound aura was formed, but also in the last decades of the 20th beginning of the 21th century a new area of musical creativity
(and education) - music computer technologies (MCT) [14],
[15]. With the emergence and development of EMI turned a
new page in the history of the development of musical art.
At the heart of any contemporary EMI there is a music
computer (or MC) by means of which on one of known
technologies [12], [13] the musical sound is synthesized. The
EMI controller in such instrument can be made in the form of
violin, piano, harp, accordion, etc., can represent any widely
known or absolutely new musical instrument; the controller, as
such, can be absent at all if there is no need for its use. The main
distinctive features of EMI from its predecessors are:
- ability to edit (feedback) the work performed as in the
process of its execution and preliminary rehearsals, and when
creating new versions of the performing (editions). "Working
with electronic editing of versions of performance is a
completely new field of activity of the musician-performer of
the XXI century. It is based on the specific auditory work of the
modern sound engineer pianist, on the stirring up of artistic
imagination, imagination, emotional and figurative thinking of
the musician in the first place. Electronic edition is an endless
variants of the plan. Themselves to ―fix‖ the studio phonogram
is interpretations of the work, rather than patching alone random
routine mistakes!"[16, p. 11];
- ability to change the configuration of the musical instrument
(additional customization options), depending on the specific
purpose of the use of such a tool;
- the possibility of creating a sound image of all previous
instruments, both individually and the sound of ensembles of
instruments and entire symphony orchestras;
- its programmability, i.e. the possibility of creating a
preliminary musical material, its recording, preservation and
use, if necessary, in the process of subsequent performance;
- through the use of EMI reduces the path to creative
comprehension of music. "In an age of unprecedented
proliferation of computers, musicians in the days of Gould and,
especially, Rakhmaninov, for the first time it is possible to use
the edit recording your own games for students to reduce their
way to a creative understanding of music. <...> The problem of
technique as would be eliminated, removed, or relegated to
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second and third plan" [16, p. 15].
What are the distinctive features of EMI as performing
instruments from all previous musical instruments? - In order to
answer the question, let us turn to the analysis of the most
important aspects of performing skills on the example of piano
art. This treatment seems to be justified due to the importance of
the piano in the musical culture of the past centuries and the
present. EMI, using the key mechanism of sound production,
can be considered as a model of development of hammer piano.
In recent years, among EMI is one of the most widely used is
electronic (digital) piano. The modern electronic piano can be
regarded as a tool of the "transition stage" to the development of
performing skills on EMI, since the digital piano combines both
the properties of its acoustic predecessor and the features of
modern EMI.

provides an overall artistic result;
— there is a new pedagogy of musical and instrumental
performance in connection with the use of EMI in contemporary
performing arts;
— EMI and MC become the musician's new instruments;
— with the use of modern models of EMI, the possibility of
modeling the patterns of "colored hearing" has appeared»;
— EMI - is a multifunctional tool, it has multi-timbral
polyfunctionality;
— thanks to the capabilities of contemporary EMI, the sound
space can act as a musical instrument.
Let's consider some of the stated provisions in more detail.
The keyboard EMI is closer to the organ than to the piano, and
by its expressive possibilities, but EMI 's multithreading is more
pronounced than in the organ, thanks to a greater variety of
timbres (and greater flexibility in their management) [15], [16].
EMI is of interest as a tool that combines the many expressive
possibilities of organ and orchestra. Accordingly, performing
practice at EMI involves combining the culture of performance
on individual instruments with a creative attitude to timbre,
including the problems of its regulation and the creation of new
timbres.

IV. EMI: THE MAIN BENEFITS
Despite the relatively short history of EMI functioning,
sufficient experience has already been accumulated, and it is
possible to identify the following notable features:
— EMI its expressive possibilities are closer to the organ
than to the piano;
— EMI combines the many expressive possibilities of organ
and orchestra;
— one more function is added for the performer on EMI,
namely, the function of the conductor;
— EMI provides additional opportunities for education
timbre hearing (orchestral including) for the student;
— EMI creates additional opportunities for a special, deeper
immersion in the "artistic content of music", allows a new "read
musical text" (Hofmann), to convey the true meaning of the
performed musical work [17]-[19];
— there are new, special conditions for the "co-creation" of
the composer and performer on EMI;
— thanks to the sequencer built into EMI, perhaps solo artist
with orchestra (ensemble) on the keyboard;
— the compactness of this new instrument with a huge variety
of musical means of expression allows the use of ensembles
EMI;
— thanks to the sequencer, built-in EMI (MC), greatly
facilitated the possibility of the development of modern forms
of techniques of composition, including the hearing
(pointillism,
micropolyphony,
clusters,
polyrhythms,
multi-dimensional harmonies, etc.);
— EMI begin to acquire their significant role in the works of
contemporary composers, including in the creation of music of
academic genres (in the Opera Studio of the St. Petersburg
Conservatoire, the premiere of Alexander Chaikovsky's Opera
"Three Musketeers", in which two EMI were used as
full-fledged elements of the orchestra);
— with the use of EMI in contemporary performing arts, a
"new musical aesthetics" (Konstantin Tsaturyan) arises. "The
voice of the future" was called EMI composer Rodion Schedrin;
— EMI is one of the most important elements of a computer
recording Studio, interacting with its other components,
https://doi.org/10.17758/URUAE4.UH10184023

V. ROLE OF EMI IN PERFORMER‘S PERFECTION AND IN
EDUCATION OF HEARING
The process of performing a musical work on EMI creates
additional opportunities for the education of timbre hearing,
since the approach to the sound of orchestral instruments with
the help of contemporary digital technologies is already
sufficient to create an adequate general idea of their sound.
When performing a piece of music on EMI said earlier about the
expressive functions of the piano is projected on the timbre.
"Creative approach to work on a digital instrument means a
universum well-known during many centuries - first of all, the
presence of a creative idea. In the art of piano playing that
means an idea of sound imagery: emotionally-semantic,
coloristic, temporal, architectonic. First I play as a pianist, and
then I work as a studio musician. This gives an extraordinary
quality. With each new version of the recorded performance,
repetition of the entire piece or its section, and even details is
increasingly converging with the higher meaning of musical
performance, with its imaginative vision, artistic interpretation"
[16, p. 15].
In the performance of music on EMI added another function
to the executor, namely, the function of a conductor (for
example, the contractor directly at the time of execution of a
musical work can realize the adjustment of orchestral balance,
adjusting the tempo to make the necessary timbre "retouch", to
improve the musical fabric, etc.). Possible new way to "read
music" (Hofmann), additional opportunities for special, deeper
immersion in the "art musical content" (Tsaturyan) is opened for
the performer on EMI, and constant participation in creation of
"the whole" gives "deep, steady satisfaction, incomparable
feeling of pleasure and confidence in own comprehension of
music" [16, p. 15].
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An extremely important aspect of the performance of a
musical work is the process of "co-creation" of the composer
and performer. "Without changing any notes, without ignoring
any explaning, any remarks of the composer, the performer
always has an opportunity in a new way "to read" musical text,
to bring the intonation" [10, p. 30]. "Undoubtedly, the composer
expressed in his work everything he knew and felt when he
wrote it". "Why should we not listen to its specific language?"
[11, p. 65]. "Play first exactly what is written; if you have
completely paid the credit, and then you still want something to
add or change, well, make it" [11, p. 67]. Shchedrin said about
the performance of the musical work: "When you create a
whole, you do not teach, but participate in the creation of the
whole" [20, p. 121]. Glenn Gould exclaims while formulating
the main goals of piano mastery: "First of all, I strive to avoid
the golden mean immortalized on the plate by many excellent
pianists. I think it is very important to emphasize the aspects that
cover this work from a completely unusual point of view when
recording" [21, p. 25]. According to Hofmann, the performance
of a true artist who worked, understood, studied, "felt" the
product " should be a free and individual expression, guided
only by general laws or rules of aesthetics — otherwise it "will
not be artistic and will be deprived of vital force" [11, p. 34].
EMI, being one of the most important elements of a computer
recording studio, interacts with its other components, which
provide an overall artistic result. It is the editorial version that
makes it necessary to interpret the content of the music itself, to
find adequate means of its realization. "The possibilities of the
digital piano with its sound effects, computer technology of
software processing and sound editing lie in a different plane,
they are far beyond the "king of instruments" — the acoustic
piano. The musical-didactic role of digipiano turns out to be
much more important than its concert possibilities" [16, p. 15].
EMI play a significant role in the development of modern
artistic and aesthetic performances and musical art in general,
are the basis for the formation of new approaches to the
interpretation of existing music and the creation of new musical
compositions, and they " played a significant role in the
development of musical art, serving as the basis for the
formation of new classes of phenomena both in the field of its
academic direction (electronic, concrete, tape, computer, live
electronic music) and mass (rock and pop music)" [22, p. 3].
"The electronic piano is another instrument, it is not like
Hammerclavier nor an acoustic piano. And in general, the
differences between keyboard synthesizer and piano are much
more significant than the differences between piano and organ,
or piano and accordion. The digital piano is the piano of the new
century. It is rapidly improving. < ... > It is in this area that the
music industry is undergoing a historic transition, equal in
importance to the change of the harpsichord to the hammer
piano in the 19th century. If you look ahead, the sound of the
digital piano and the very play on it, in fact, show the beginnings
of a new musical aesthetics. The performing "product" itself is
interesting and intriguing to the listener, especially our young
musicians. It is possible that today the sound of electronic piano
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in comparison with the usual piano may seem musical exotic.
But two hundred and more years ago the harpsichordists also
perceived the hammer piano", Tsaturian writes [16, p. 11].
Schedrin was one of the first Russian composers to include
the sound of EMI in their musical work. About the creation of
music for the play Nina and 12 Months the composer says: "I
included in the orchestra instruments balalaika, and to the
percussion group I added a lot of Russian instruments: wooden
spoons, rattles, cymbal bells Troika (carriage-and-three), etc. an
Important role was assigned to the four synthesizers
Yamaha-DX7, which were played by two performers, putting
the keyboard in front of him" [20, p. 190]. However, for the first
time the composer introduced in his work — the ballet "The
Hunchbacked Horse" - a synthesizer in the second half of the
50s of 20th century. Schedrin calls the sound of EMI "the voice
of the future" [23, p. 34].
Mikhail Pletnev on the use of EMI in contemporary
performing arts said: "You know that Bach and Beethoven also
treated with great interest all the novelties of the development of
such a tool as the piano. Bach even participated in the
improvement of the piano mechanism. Beethoven wrote a
sonata for the emerging Hammerklavier piano immediately after
his invention. Even Beethoven's style changed depending on the
instrument he played. The fact that the piano can develop
further, some new effects will appear in it, new opportunities are
very good" [24].
Note that the process of entering any new tool has never been
easy. For example, it is known that French educator Voltaire,
who recognized only the harpsichord, skeptically nicknamed the
piano "pan tool". Music historians, musicians-researchers
studying the history of musical instruments, are well aware of
the difficulties that were met on the way of "innovations" in this
area. It took at least half a century to establish the piano in
everyday practice, and even in the 20s of the 19th century,
along with the "hammer" piano, his "predecessors"-clavichord
and harpsichord — were also widespread. "The problem is as
old as the world‖, Tsaturyan writes. ―We have seen that people
faced it in the 18th — 19th centuries, when the harpsichord
with feathers gradually gave way to a new favorite-the piano
with hammers. In fact, these are all different tools. And they
sound differently. And they require a different performing
approach, a different training. However, perhaps tomorrow the
perfect electronic piano will become an everyday phenomenon,
as it happened with the acoustic piano and the piano" [16, p. 14].
It should also be noted that in traditional musical culture we
are accustomed to understanding a musical instrument as a
specific physical object, with which it is possible to create
(synthesize) musical sounds of a certain (characteristic) timbre.
However, in the field of MCT, in electronic music, the concept
of "instrument" defines a wider category of devices: "musical
instrument" can be an external sound module with a keyboard,
and its rake modification, and the sound module containing
hundreds of thousands of "instruments" ("banks" of electronic
instrumental sounds). In such a "musical instrument", originally
containing tens of thousands of electronic musical
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"instruments", you can download them as many as you like (the
choice depends only on the repertoire, the subtlety of the artist‘s
musical perception (as well as the composer, the teacher, the
student, the sound engineer, etc.), his needs and artistic and
aesthetic taste). It can also be a module with synthesizer and
sampler capabilities, and finally, a modern workstation, in fact,
MC with a musical keyboard having a DVD-ROM, "equipped"
with the necessary software and hardware support.

diversity from the origins of their formation until the present
stage of development of the process.
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